PORTA NUOVA
www.portanuova.wordpress.com

Objectives:
* To promote intergenerational and intercultural dialogue
* To support local centres and to enrich their activities
* To promote and support active ageing

Activities:
* Sending and hosting of 12 Italian and English senior volunteers in Palermo and in Cawsand
* Volunteering in centres working with children and immigrants
* Exchange of volunteering experience among senior volunteers and local staff
* Cultural learning through different social activities (ex. Intercultural dinners)

Follow the project IN ACTION

Results:
* FROM PALERMO TO CORNWALL, Travel Notes, feelings and emotions

Partner:
* Coordinator: CESIE – European Centre of Studies and Initiatives (Italy)
* Point Europa (United Kingdom)

Date of project: 01/08/2009 – 31/07/2011


Contact:
CESIE: stefania.giambelluca@cesie.org